Chaos in the Middle East I
Arab Spring & the New Science

The purpose of this booklet is to
demonstrate that the Middle East Arab
Spring uprisings can be explained by the
same laws of nature that caused the rise
and fall of historical societies. Recent
advancements in chaos theory will help
us to understand how these laws affect
societal evolution.
The Arab Spring is a
revolutionary wave of
demonstrations and
protests that have
taken place since
December 18, 2010

By: Sandford (Chris) Peek
The Conservatory Alden Bridge
The Woodlands, TX 77382
Email: chrispeek@idssystem.com.
Websites: godssoftware.com
islamicchaos.com
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Historical Recurrence

Spanish Empire

The Middle East Today

• One of Mark Twain’s remarks was:

“No occurrence is sole and solitary,
but is merely a repetition of a thing
which has happened before, and
perhaps often.”
• Spanish Empire countries were
rigorously Catholic.
• The Middle East countries were
predominantly Islamic.
• The past and present phenomena must
have similar fundamental characteristics in
order for the past to predict the future. 2
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Why Does History Repeat?
• Because the universal laws of
nature apply to human events
as well as physics.
• Recent scientific advances
have greatly improved our
understanding of the
“natural/sacred” laws of nature.
• The new chaos theory explains
many laws of nature that were
heretofore unexplainable.
• The real sacred law of nature that the new
chaos theory is attempting to understand is
universal, meaning it applies for all time
and location.
• The Spanish Empire being fundamentally
similar to the present Middle East it can be
used to predict the future for today’s Arab
Spring.
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What is new chaos theory?

• The new chaos theory is three
theories in one:
1. Self Organization
2. Chaos
3. Complexity
• It enables one to display and view
geometrical patterns of phenomena
that previously could not be
scientifically analyzed.
• Birds forming self organized flocks
is a simple example of the new
chaos theory working.
• All three work together as phenomena

proceed from chaos to self organization
back to chaos and finally to a new more
complex but stable network.
• Each of these theories are one with the new
chaos theory as are the Father, the Son and
the Holy Spirit one with God in the Trinity.

• An example may help.
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Self Organization Theory

Three Flocks of Starlings

If birds, fish or other animals have a
genetic instinct to follow their
neighbor’s direction, speed and at a
specific separation, groups form self
organized groups that may be
called flocks, swarms etc.
• This demonstrates the Self Organization part
of the theory.
• If a disorganized group of birds have the
correct relationship with one another an
organized flock occurs. Why no one knows.
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Chaos Theory
• If a predator or some other
disturbance were to enter the
flock and disrupt their
coordinated relationships, chaos
would likely result.
• Even a few disturbed
relationships could cause the
entire flock to become chaotic
and dispersed.
• If a hawk flew into flock for example, even
at just the edges chaos could result and
the flock would disperse.
• This effect was like the vegetable dealer
causing the Arab Spring uprisings in the
Middle East also resulting in chaos.
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Complexity Theory
• Note the lower right flock is
denser than the middle large flock.
The birds in that flock had an
instinct to fly closer to their
neighbor.
• If these two flocks intermixed
chaos would most likely result.

• But these intermixed groups
might alter their desired distance
from each other to form a new
more complex but still organized
group.
• This consolidation will happen only rarely
but the new network may be superior and
result a better chance for survival.
• The mixing of early hominids in this way
produced the superior Homo sapiens
species.
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Strange Attractor

• This looks like butterfly wings, but it is
a display of data the creator of the
chaos theory, Prof. Lorenz of MIT
produced in his experimental hurricane
program. He called it the “Strange
Attractor”
• A stable attractor pattern means a
stable network of whatever is being
processed.
• Explain the butterfly effect.
• It is actually a snap shot of the three
dimensional trace of paths of all the
elements that make up the network.
• If the attractor is stable the network is
stable.
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Evolution is slow.
New chaos is fast.
Life’s Time Scale

• Evolution takes millions of years of
gene evolution to create a new
species.
• The new chaos creates new
networks of humans in months
without the use of genes.
• It took 3.5 billion years for the Homo
sapiens species to evolve from a mixture of
molecules from hot jets at the ocean
bottom.
• I developed this bar chart two years ago
using many sources for dates.
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Arab Empire 1000-1090 AD

• This was one of many major empires that had
risen and fallen since civilization began in 3500
BC.
• By 1000 AD the above Arab Empire was
Islamic but tolerated Christians and Jews.
• Note: Most of Iberia (now Spain) was ruled by
the Islamic Arabs whose empire extended from
southern Europe, to the Middle East and then to
the Near East.

• The Arab Empire was self organized by the

stable algorithm of Islam.
• Its collapse into chaos began in Iberia and
can be explained by the analogy of a hawk
flying into a starling flock. The changed
algorithm in Iberia caused the entire empire
to become chaotic.
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Iberia Multi-Cultures

• By 1450 King Ferdinand and Queen
Isabella conquered Iberia and used the
inquisition to establish their power.
• Anyone not accepting their particular
Catholic doctrine was subject to torture,
death or expulsion.
• Fear was the universal algorithm.
• They were on their way to the largest
empire ever attained.
• The King & Queen expanded their kingdom
in north eastern Iberia down to Grenada in
the south that took many years for them to
conquer.
• Jews and Islamists were tortured and
burned at the stake in a cruel genocide. 11
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Ferdinand & Isabella

Granada Annexed 1492
* The Islamic ruler of Granada, King
Boabdil is shown capitulating to King
Ferdinand of Aragon and Queen Isabella
of Castile.
• The Queen on the beautiful white horse
obviously was in charge.
• This was the year Isabella send Christopher
Columbus to find a new route to India.
• They exported to the inquisition as well as
disease to the new world.
• Silver was mined from the Americas and
used to buy goods and weapons from
china.
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Spanish Empire Falls

• In 1518 a teen age Charles V ruled the
“World” including western Americas.
• By 1557 the empire was bankrupted.
• Empire’s algorithm became too
complex with only a Europe with
borders similar to today’s left to survive.
• The present Middle East countries are
ruminants of that same process.
• Charles V was unable to rule such a vast
empire. Communication was slow by ship
around the world and made the empires
algorithm too complex for stability. 13
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Today’s Chaotic Middle East
North Africa
1. Tunisia *
2. Egypt *
3. Libya *

Middle East
4. Yemen *
5. Syria *
6. Jordan* & Israel
7. Saudi Arabia
8. Bahrain *
9. Iraq
10. Iran
11. Afghanistan
12. Turkey
13. Pakistan

• Seven countries with the * had uprisings
after 12/18/10 and were therefore Arab
Spring countries.
• Charles V had to communicate by ship,
Arab Spring countries used the Internet.
Fast communication means rapid stability
change either to Chaos or to new self
organization.
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Arab Spring Erupts
• Vegetable dealer self immolates and Tunisia
successful uprisings begin the Arab Spring.
12/19/2010 Ben Ali flees 1/14/11.
• Cairo, Egypt becomes a war zone. 1/9/11
Mubarak stands down army rules 2/11/11
• Protest uprisings in Benghazi, Libya led to
massacres by Gadhafi 2/16/11 then NATO
bombings and rebel victory in Tripoli. Gadhafi
attacked by the coalition while fleeing in car
died from a head wound. 10/20/11
• Civil war between Sunni and Shiite

Islamic sects broke out in Yemen Saleh
was injured by rebel bomb. 2/3/11
• Live ammunition against protesters in
Bahrain starting another civil war Sunni
minorities against Shiite majorities 2/18/11.
• Syria followed with Assad killing 2900 by
3/19/11

• This all in three months, unbelievable! But
the new chaos predicts it.
• The Middle East was at the threshold of
chaos after the Iran uprising in 2010.
• Then the butterfly flapped its wings in
Tunisia when the vegetable dealer
immolated himself.
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Four Rulers Deposed

Ben Ali Tunisia

Mubarak Egypt

Ben Laden al-Qaida al-Awlaki al-Qaida
These four are either dead or are deposed.
Ben Ali is hiding in Saudi Arabia with a
warrant for his arrest, Mubarak is standing
trial for premeditated murder, Ben Laden was
killed by US special forces and al-Awlaki
killed by a US drone.
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One Gone & Three to Go

Gadhafi, Libya

Saleh, Yemen

King Abdullah, Jordan
Assad, Syria
Gadhafi was the fifth ruler to be completely
deposed, killed by rebels and NATO; Saleh
was injured by a bomb and went to Saudi for
hospitalization returned to more violence,
King Abdullah sacked two governments is on
thin ice; Assad’s power is opposed by China,
Russia and US. He won’t last.
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ME Relationships

Note how Turkey is located strategically and is
exercising that opportunity to enhance their
power over the Middle East.
• The arrows represent communication
between the countries.
• Turkey is positioned to create much
influence.
• Iraq is between two Shiite countries Syria
and Iran. Iran will have easy access to Iraq
as our military leave.
• The arrows between Iran, Pakistan and
Afghanistan mean lots of trouble.
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Tunisia Election

• Tunisia election on 10/24/11 most
important event since the Arab Spring
Began in 12/19/10
• Nahda party won 90 out of 217 seats. It
is a moderate tolerant party. A human
rights party was second with 30 seats.
Nahda party will be the most influential
in forming a constitution.
• A constitution will most likely be in a
parliamentary form.
• This already is becoming a world
changing event in the Middle East.
• It followsTurkey’s full acceptance of
democracy about 9 years ago.
• Already Egypt is taking notice, getting
ready for their elections late in
November.
• When I prepared for this course three
months ago I thought I would be talking
about the Arab Spring in complete chaos.
That view has changed to a real hope for a
new but more complex society to evolve in
the region. Tunisia’s election was
responsible for this change.
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Middle East Fundamentals
• Democracy was nonexistent in
Middle East history.
• The west has tried for millenniums
to impart their culture without
success. Seven crusades failed.
• Persia now Iran was particularly
difficult. The Greeks, Romans,
French, British and now the US
have tried and failed.
• Turkey and Tunisia seem to be
turning the tide toward democracy
and western ways.
• If so, this is a western world
changing event.
• The two Bush presidents also tried to

bring democracy to the region, but I fear
with little permanent success.
• The psychological emotion of jealousy and
envy of western ways is doing what Islam
could not do for 400 years.
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Well Being in 1 Year

This bar chart shows the current well
being for each Mid East Country in
blue and the projected well being
one year hence in red.
• Well being is the ability to accomplish
stability, freedom of worship, better
economy and the ability to enjoy a few of the
ways of the west.
• Now let us put some numbers on what I
predict where the Arab Spring is going.
• This chart results from my program I call
Comparative Analytical Technique 
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Comparative Analysis

This is my estimate of the ME countries’
“well being” for the date, 10/27/11. The
numbers in the column marked Wb
represent the values derived from my
formula using the respective country’s
values for government Gb, economic
condition Ec, violence Vc. freedom of
elections Fe.
• This would never receive positive
acceptance from any academic reviewer.
• It is based on my system to determine the
happiness integral of my drunken fraternity
brothers 74 years ago.
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Middle East Well Being

• This is the result of my calculations.
• It shows my prediction for 14
countries’ well being for now and
one year from now.
• Please keep this list for a year and
shoot me down in flames if my
prediction is grossly wrong.
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Conclusion
• I conclude that the law of nature
called the New Chaos theory
explains the collapse of the Spanish
Empire into chaos as it also
explains the chaos in the current
Middle East countries.
• Just as a relatively stable Europe
immerged from the ashes of the
Spanish Empire, I predict a
relatively more stable Middle East
will ultimately immerge from Arab
Spring countries.
• My comparative analysis technique
combined with the New Chaos
theory helps me make that
prediction.
• I want to say a final verbal statement that is
more serious to me than it may sound to
others.
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